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The Osprey Waypoint travel backpack almost carries like a
backcountry backpack, with excellent features to make it comfortable
to carry even when packed to the brim. Its Ergo Pull hip belt keeps
the load comfortably on my hips so even when I’ve got my daypack
attached. With a tough frame that keeps the backpack together, this
backpack also functions like a suitcase and can be opened completely
with just one zip, making it easy to pack and unpack on a daily basis.
I chose this particular backpack mainly for the easy access, sturdy frame as well as its
lightweight. Unlike the standard backcountry backpack, the Waypoint can be accessed
completely with just one zipper, just like a suitcase. I used to hate digging up stuff from
the bottom of my backpack just because it can only be accessed from a top loader. I
love how my daypack fits all my electronics – from laptop to charger, iPhone,
underwater camera, notebook and magazines. Thanks to that, I’m able to carry
everything within the entire backpack with the daypack attached – no excess baggage in
hand. The Waypoint features an alloy frame and torso adjustable harness exactly like a
well-designed backcountry backpack. I’m really impressed by how comfortable the
backpack feels even when loaded to the maximum capacity. This is definitely an
extremely comfortable backpack to be traveling around the world with and I’d highly
recommend it to anyone who’s planning to travel long term.
The Osprey Meridian features a large panel zip, a daypack, retractable
ergonomic handle and polyurethane wheels with sealed bearings. The
main pack volume is 55L while the daypack has a capacity of 20L. I
chose this bag because I like both the convenience of a trolley and the
versatility of a backpack and the Meridian combines the best of both
worlds. I find the daypack to be perfect for storage of all my electronics
and important documents so I can carry them with me on the plane,
bus, etc. The external toiletries pocket: This thing is amazing, it’s so
simple yet so convenient. This is, hands down, the best
travel bag I’ve ever owned, and with the Osprey’s
lifetime warranty, it may just be the last one I’ll
have to use.

